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Clip   
It is completely scandalous that here we are six years on and the situation is still the same.

Waite
Lawyer Ann Alexander, talking about the Shipman inquiry, into the murder of more than 200 of his patients by the Greater Manchester GP Harold Shipman. The inquiry's findings about the General Medical Council, which polices doctors, were damning, and root and branch reforms were supposed to follow. Today we hear, however, from those who believe that the GMC continues to be a white, middle class, old boys' network that puts looking after its own before protecting the public.

Clip
Unfortunately due to the weaknesses in the GMC system, there are, we know, some doctors out there who are potentially dangerous and unfit to practise who aren't necessarily being picked up.

Clip
I leant over my Dad and he whispered to me and his last words that he said to me was:  "Help me son they're killing me…"

Waite
The General Medical Council is a charity, founded in Victorian times and funded by subscriptions from the UK's 240,000 doctors; who can't practise medicine in the UK unless they're on the GMC register. The council's also judge and jury when it comes to disciplining medics who endanger the public; with powers to strike off, suspend or restrict doctors in how they work. And many of those decisions on so-called "Fitness to Practise" are taken in its rather hushed new headquarters, an impressive, glass-fronted building in central London.

Well this is the main lobby here at the General Medical Council.  Listed today are five misconduct cases - we have a doctor, he's been in prison for five years under the Proceeds of Crime Act and we've got a psychiatrist, found guilty of dangerously over medicating a patient and who then carried on treating the patient after being made a beneficiary of their will.

Oragano
It is an anxious time for the doctor, it's probably also a nervous time for the witnesses so there is a fair amount of tension.

Waite
GraziellaOragano trains those who sit in judgement on GMC hearings.

Oragano
I think that anybody coming before a panel probably anxious and also the doctor will have his livelihood at risk so yes they are very worried. 

Waite
Well here we are in a Fitness to Practise hearing room here at the General Medical Council, it's like a modern court room really.  At the far end, on the sort of bench as it were, is the GMC panel, here just in front of them sits, you can tell by the nameplate - the doctor - who's, as it were, in the dock with his defence team, right opposite is - you can tell from the nameplate - the GMC counsel - as it were the counsel for the prosecution.   I'm standing by the shorthand writer.

So this is where a doctor's fate will be decided.  Outside, even today, some doctors are nervously sitting waiting to hear their fate inside a room like this.

With a staff of 600 and an annual budget of nearly £90 million, as well as policing doctors, the GMC sets professional standards and runs medical training. Its legal functions have largely remained unchanged since it was founded, and when, for more than a century some say, it was little more than a cosy club of well-meaning medics whose written pronouncements - called "determinations"- were not noted for their detail.

Well here's a stack of books from the GMC medical library, this is the minutes of the Medical Council volume 21 1884 and if we look inside the first thing to spot is just how brief some of these determinations are, these days they run to dozens of pages on occasions, this one's just a short paragraph about Dr James Patrick Murray, who was concerned with others in kidnapping natives of the Fiji Islands.  And obviously the GMC took a very dim of this because in three - three lines basically they say his name has been removed from the Medical Register.

New clip
The inquiry into the serial killer Harold Shipman has sharply criticised the doctors' organisation The General Medical Council for looking after their own at the expense of the safety and welfare of patients.

Waite
Six years ago, the General Medical Council faced the greatest crisis in its 150 year history, when its own life expectancy was threatened … by this woman.

Archive Clip - Dame Janet Smith
The GMC is effectively controlled by members elected by doctors. Many of the issues that the GMC has to consider give rise to a conflict of interest between the profession and the public interest.  Many members of the profession expect the GMC to represent it rather than to regulate it in the public interest.

Waite
Dame Janet Smith, who chaired the Shipman inquiry, which made more than 50 recommendations about the way the GMC could be better run. She stopped short of calling for its total abolition, but urged the-then government to transfer some of the GMC's regulatory powers to an independent adjudicator. 

Dame Janet also called for better support from the GMC for members of the public making a complaint, and "MOT" tests for doctors - known as "revalidation"- to check that they were still up to the job.  

Walsh
A lot of us put a great deal of faith in the Shipman Inquiry recommendations and the white paper into health professional regulations. Sadly there are a large numbers of those recommendations which haven't been put into place yet.

Waite
Peter Walsh, Chief Executive of the charity Action Against Medical Accidents.

Walsh
It is a very daunting thing for a patient or a family member to refer a doctor to the GMC.  You have to bear in mind there is a big inequality of arms here. First of all you have to convince the GMC that there is a case that needs investigating and that can be a very hard task.  Of course the end result of that is that we don't get the really robust and consistent regulation of doctors that we all want to see. We believe that in the vast majority of cases they get things right but in a handful of extremely serious cases, with huge public interest implications, they get it very badly wrong.

Wilson
My name's Iain Wilson, I'm a taxi driver in Gosport.

My Dad's name was Robert Wilson. He was an ex-naval officer.  He was 74 and he took a fall one day.

Waite
Mr Wilson had fractured his shoulder and spent the next two weeks in the town's Queen Alexandra Hospital.  His was a routine case, indeed, as he was in no pain, he even refused paracetamol. But then he was transferred to the War Memorial Hospital in Gosport for rehabilitation, and son Iain got a shock when he went to see him.

Wilson
He was in bed and he was laid very, very still and very, very quiet and it looked as though he had gone downhill already.

I leant over my Dad and he whispered to me. I had to lean right in to him to hear what he was saying and his last words that he said to me was:  "Help me son they're killing me".  Within four days of him being at the War Memorial he had gone into a coma and he'd died.

Waite
That was in 1998, and Robert Wilson wasn't the only patient to die unexpectedly on the ward. Like many others, he'd been injected with large doses of diamorphine - a heroin painkiller -prescribed by Dr Jane Barton. Indeed a number of bereaved families took up their concerns with the GMC, and in 2002, when it rejected their calls for formal proceedings against Dr Barton, they kept up their campaign.

Wilson
The GMC fobbed us off on every single thing, absolutely every time we went to them they said - no case to answer, no case to answer.

Waite
In all the police investigated 97 deaths related to Dr Barton.  Her file went to the Crown Prosecution Service but there were no charges.  And eventually an inquest into 10 of the deaths found that in three - including that of Robert Wilson - overprescribing by Dr Barton had been a contributory factor.  So a decade after the families had first raised their concerns it was only last year that Dr Barton finally came before a GMC Fitness to Practise panel.  Facing almost 150 charges she admitted potentially hazardous prescribing and was found guilty of professional misconduct.  But, to the disbelief of the families, she was not struck off, instead conditions were placed on her practice.

Clips
This is the GMC, there's a public inquiry needed to go into this - this cover up system.

I'm absolutely devastated, I really am absolutely devastated but we won't stop.

Waite
And they haven't stopped pressing for a public inquiry like the one that followed the Shipman case, though that was very different from that of Dr Barton.

Alexander
I'm Ann Alexander and I represented 200 families of Shipman's victims during the course of the inquiry.  I haven't seen any evidence that the GMC is any more focused on patient safety than looking after its doctors.  And of course it was one of the key points in the inquiry that Dame Janet picked up that the GMC was more interested in looking after its own than looking after the interests of patients.  And I haven't seen that the barriers to those patients who want to complain about their doctors have actually been removed.

Waite
The Department of Health's website says:  "Many of the Shipman recommendations have been implemented and the GMC is protecting patients". And it’s true there are now more non-medical council members and investigations and disciplining of doctors are now better separated. 

However, MOT checks on doctors - revalidation as it's called - are five years late. And  that other key recommendation of the Shipman inquiry  to take away the powers of the GMC to discipline doctors - well the idea of a new regulator has just been scrapped by the coalition government to save £58 million. Ann Alexander again:

Alexander
It is completely scandalous that here we are six years on and the situation is still the same.  I think the families accepted that government was not going to expect all of the recommendations to be implemented but over a period of time I think they expected that a lot more would have happened than has happened.

Waite
In fact what has happened is the GMC has become more stretched as the number of complaints against doctors reached a record - more than 7,000 last year. And the latest figures, which we've obtained exclusively, also reveal two other records - 326 doctors faced GMC hearings, 20% up from the previous year and 92 were struck off. 

Even so there are those who say that the GMC's rules and regulations are so archaic that they don't help members of the pubic who bring a complaint.

And when their father died at the hands of a rogue doctor, the Gray brothers felt so strongly that they tracked him down themselves to confront him.

Actuality
It was my father that you killed.  

You're a charlatan.

What have you got to say about that?  Why are you practising in Germany?

You're incompetent, you're a convicted killer.

... to people.

Get out of this place, will you get out of this place?

Waite
That was GP Doctor Stuart Gray and his brother Rory, surprising a medical conference in Bavaria last summer by accusing Dr Daniel Ubani to his face of the negligence that killed their father.  He'd return to practise near Dortmund after being struck off the UK medical register for gross medical incompetence.

Gray
A German out of hours locum doctor was called to my father who had kidney stones and gave him a lethal injection of diamorphine which is an opiate painkiller, he gave him 10 times the normal therapeutic dose.  He was on his first shift and my father died as a direct result of that some minutes afterwards.

Waite
Dr Ubani, who has a private clinic in Germany, managed to get on to the GMC register by lying about his experience as a hospital consultant, getting a false reference and failing to declare that he'd had negligence cases brought against him.  Not only did the GMC fail to get his CV properly checked, EU regulations meant it was powerless to test his language skills and competency to work as an out of hours GP in the UK.

Gray
Clearly there are some loopholes in the system because this chap has managed to get on to the register.

Waite
The Shipman inquiry had called for tighter monitoring of controlled drugs like diamorphine, yet three years later Dr Ubani was able to carry large amounts of the painkilling opiate on his house visits.  The accidental overdose given to David Gray was three times the amount Dr Shipman used to kill some of his victims.

Gray
I believe the persistence of Rory and myself, wanting answers and not just accepting what we're told, made a fairly significant difference and got us higher up the chain to the chief executive and they did sit up and listen and ...

Waite
Yeah but that's not satisfactory is it - because you are a doctor, because your brother's an articulate man, you get things done - that doesn't say too much about the GMC does it?

Gray
Perhaps we did have to battle to get there but yeah I mean we did eventually get people to listen and act.

Waite
The GMC says it is now working on more stringent testing for doctors and lobbying for a European wide agreement that a doctor struck off in one country can't practise in another.  

Paradoxically Dr RohenKapur says he can't practise at all.  In his case, he claims, not because he's been negligent or incompetent but because the GMC treats some of its doctors too harshly.

Kapur
Here I am, went to one of Scotland's best medical schools, in my 12 years as a psychiatrist I've not had one single formal complaint, I've not had a single suicide and yet here I am on the scrapheap at 40.

Waite
Dr Kapur has clinical depression, which meant that he took short contracts when he was well and remained unemployed when he was ill.  Five years ago, however, he was referred to the GMC by a colleague after losing his temper in a row over bringing his dog into the office.  Two years later there was a second referral - he admits exploding after losing his temper and breaking windows - behaviour which led him to admit himself to a psychiatric ward for three weeks.  The GMC ruled that he was impaired by reasons of physical and mental health, he wasn't struck off but only allowed to carry on working with such a long list of conditions, he told me, that effectively his career is over.

Kapur
My fitness to practise has not been impaired by my medical conditions because I was practising well before that as a depressed person who's in recovery quite happily for a period of at least 10 years prior to the referral.  What was the big deal?

Waite
Well of course the GMC is there to protect the public and to weed out doctors that might pose a danger, surely it's doing its job making sure the public isn't exposed to someone who can't do their job because they're so severely depressed - that's what they would say about your case.

Kapur
That's right but the fact is that all these procedures have actually made me more depressed than if I'd been allowed to practise anyway.  If someone has a broken leg nobody minds.

Waite
But the difference with you though of course is lives may depend on the quality of your work, those are the stakes aren't they?

Kapur
In extreme cases those are the stakes but I know when I'm not well enough to go to work.

Waite
We've discovered that last year 400 doctors in the UK had conditions placed on their registration.  And in the last two years 17 have died while under GMC investigation - some doctors have killed themselves.  According to Dr Kapur and a campaign group called Doctors 4 Justice, the GMC's handling of doctors with mental health conditions, in particular, is unfair and inconsistent.

Kapur
There are several other doctors who have been similarly hounded, most of them are ethnic minorities and it is painful to watch.  The GMC are a law unto themselves, you look at all the GMC hearings I mean people have been given sanctions for just the tone of their e-mails, I mean honestly the GMC can and often do define anything as misconduct.

Waite
Something the GMC denies, it also told us it treated ill doctors sensitively and was protecting the public from potential harm, rather than actual harm.  It did have problems with a tiny number of foreign trained doctors, it admitted, but ethnicity played no part in its decision making.

But what about the more widespread view that the GMC is still something of a cosy medical club?  Take the case we featured of Dr Jane Barton, whose over-prescribing contributed to the deaths of patients at Gosport Hospital.  For some years her brother, Professor Christopher Bulstrode, actually sat on the General Medical Council and although there's no suggestion that he made any decisions influencing his sister's case he failed to mention their relationship it seems.  The case concluded with that highly controversial decision not to strike her off the medical register.  But that was a totally independent ruling, according to Andrew Reid.  He's not a doctor but a lawyer and he chaired that Fitness to Practise panel which arrived at it.

Reid
Within panels we refer to them as the GMC.  We're very much in the same sort of position perhaps as a bench of lay magistrates.

Waite
But you are trained by the GMC and obviously of course all these hearings that you chair are in GMC buildings, you're monitored by the GMC - some would find that not particularly an arm's length relationship.

Reid
Well that is probably correct.  We are a lot further separate than we were some years ago.

Waite
Well can I discuss with you one of those cases ...

Reid
Not specifically.

Waite
... that you've been involved in?

Reid
Not specific cases.

Waite
Dr Jane Barton and that's in the public interest and you were heavily criticised...

Reid
I'm not going to talk about individual cases but I will say this as a general observation.  There are many, many occasions when panels will reach a decision which is going to be deeply upsetting to some.

Waite
Is there cronyism in the GMC?

Reid
I can't comment on what happens in the GMC, I'm not part of the GMC.  In every case in which I have been involved panels have been required to make their decisions on the basis of evidence that has been properly presented to them.  And so from that perspective if when you say is there cronyism in the GMC you really mean are panels influenced by cronyism, my response is within my experience emphatically no.

Waite
The new chief executive of the General Medical Council, appointed last year, is Niall Dickson, former head of the health think tank - the King's Fund.  He has a reform agenda, he told me, and one of his first actions in office was very unusually to disagree publicly with the decision not to strike off Dr Barton.

Dickson
We were surprised at the decision that the panel had made, point one.  Secondly, that we had called in the panel - and when I say we I meant counsel for the GMC having heard all the evidence, having been in the panel hearing, having heard all our evidence presented and heard the other side's evidence presented - we called for that doctor to be erased from the register. 

Waite
The families say that for more than five years, when the GMC wasn't investigating Dr Barton, the fact that her brother was a council member at the GMC wasn't declared, they say that's cronyism, that's the old boys' network, exactly the kind of criticisms that have always surrounded the GMC.

Dickson
There are reasons why cases take a very long time and it is not a reluctance by the GMC to investigate cases.  The reason is that if there are for some cases - if there are criminal investigations going on we hold back.  Christopher Bulstrode, to whom you're referring, was a council member here and he had absolutely no involvement whatever in any way shape or form in the case of Jane Barton, indeed he didn't have any involvement shape or form with any Fitness to Practise cases.  The only way...

Waite
He might have mentioned it though - oh my sister is up before the GMC, I happen to be ... surely he might have mentioned it, he didn't declare it did he?

Dickson
I wasn't around at that time.  My understanding is that we didn't know that...

Waite
He didn't declare an interest and he's a member of the council?

Dickson
It is a moot point, interestingly enough.  My view would be if we had a council member now who had someone who was involved in a Fitness to Practise hearing then I would expect them to say so.

Waite
Professor Bulstrode, who was a trustee of the GMC for five years from 2003, didn't respond to our invitation to comment.  Neither did Dr Jane Barton, who's retired now.  However, she's on record as saying that she had "tried to do the very best for all her patients and only had their interests and wellbeing at heart".  Niall Dickson, the GMC's chief executive, agreed that there had been something of an old boys' atmosphere in past years but much, even Fitness to Practise hearings, was changing.

Dickson
We are on a journey and the Shipman inquiry came in the middle of that journey and I think that Dame Janet acknowledged that there were things going on at that time which did represent very significant change by the General Medical Council.  I think she probably was right to be critical, as she looked back, and remember she was looking back over a very long period, she was critical at that moment...

Waite
But she was saying things had to happen and they had to happen soon and six years on many of the things she demanded still haven't happened.  The fundamental reform that she called for - stripping the GMC of its powers to discipline doctors - has in fact now been swept away hasn't it?

Dickson
I think John you've just chosen what was her most fundamental reform.  I think the most fundamental reform thing that she did was ask for a review of revalidation and that in fact I think was a positive move but also I think it slowed down the process and I think we are now back up and running on that.  Our number one priority as an organisation is to put in place a system where we can be assured that doctors are currently competent and fit to practise, in a way that we've not been able to do in our 152 year history.

Waite
These are so-called MOT checks for doctors?

Dickson
That's as good a way of putting it as any.

Waite
And six years - six years on they're not in place.

Dickson
No indeed but they would have been in place, not as well as we're going to do it, I have to concede, had the Shipman inquiry not come in.  In effect she put it on hold.  What I don't deny is that there are bits within the profession which have been - were quite resistant and I think again a big journey has happened and that's really important.  I think the way that doctors look at this now is very different from, certainly, 20 years ago and I think 10 years ago as well, doctors are much more willing to accept the need to have this external scrutiny.

Waite
The Shipman inquiry also wanted more support for the public when they make complaints, it doesn't seem to have happened.

Dickson
Well no I think we've done - we've done quite a lot and again I am actually working at the moment to try and look at ways in which we can do more because I think you constantly have to look at this.

Waite
You've got a phone line...

Dickson
We have a contact centre which thousands of members of the public use all the time.  I think there is a feeling - and I quite understand it - on behalf of many patients who feel that their relatives have been damaged by doctors that the GMC is somehow here to provide some form of redress.  I have to tell you that's not our job.  Our job is to protect patients, it isn't to provide redress.  The nature of our work is contentious, there are bound to be people - this is not to minimise what they're saying or anything - but there are bound to be people who feel unhappy with the result, we will always be subject to criticism.  It is possible you will be able to come in three or four years' time and again you will certainly find people who will say the GMC's unfair, didn't do my case in time and in the proper way - that is the nature of what we do but that doesn't mean that we shouldn't be listening to what these people are saying and learning from it and we will.









